Superdeportivos and the
Picos. Great Party Trip
16-27 June 2021
We have been attending Superdeportivos Cantabria for a good number of years and it is
always a great party, drive outs to the spectacular hills followed by lunches and dinners, boat
rides, a black tie dinner, Michelin food. It’s the best kept secret in the Supercar world
although at least 150 cars will be there other than us! The event runs from our arrival in Spain
until Sunday and then we’ve added five nights in the Picos de Europa. First a night in the
imposing old monastery at Corias followed by a mountain loop and two nights at Gijon on the
coast just 20 miles from the Fernando Alonso Museum—finally two nights at Fuente De, high in
the mountains with a cablecar to get you higher! Great Party, Great Driving, Great Times
Wed 16 Jun

Morning departure from Portsmouth on Brittany Ferries Cap Finistere

Thurs 17 Jun

Arrive in Bilbao and drive 60 miles to Santander to join the Superdeportivos Group - this may
be at a hotel outside Santander, but there will be a drinks reception and dinner

Fri 18 Jun

Drive through the spectacular Cantabrian Hills to a tourist spot, not set yet but we have been
to wildlife parks, pre historic caves, ancient villages—places you would never find for
yourself—then off to Santander for a reception and black tie dinner

Sat 19 Jun

In the morning a car show in central Santander followed by a parade and then off to lunch,
often at the Casino which can seat 300 or so. Afterwards a siesta and then a coach will collect
for an evening at a night club ( the coach takes you back as well)

Sun 20 Jun

Meet and drive out to Santander Bay for a boat trip around the bay with cava and canapés,
followed by a farewell lunch and our last night in Santander

Mon 21 Jun

Drive 150 miles west along the coast to Corias, a huge monastery recently converted into a
hotel with an Indiana Jones style entrance (People doing the weekend only have an afternoon ferry crossing)

Tues 22 Jun

Our next stop at Gijon is only 35 miles away—but we are planning optional routes that add up
to 160 miles of stunning scenery—We have two days at Gijon so there is the beach or the Fernando Alonso Museum

Thurs 24 Jun

Fuente de is 104 miles and we’ll have a slightly longer but spectacular drive for those who
want it—two nights gives you a chance to relax—go to bustling Potes or up the mountain

Sat 26 Jun

Drive 80 miles to Santander Ferry port for evening embarkation

Sun 27 Jun

Arrive Portsmouth early evening

Price £3650 for a car and two occupants (£2400 for Superdeportivos only)
Includes return ferry crossings from Portsmouth with twin outside cabin Event as
described and Dinner Bed and (upgrades available) Dinner bed and breakfast at all
hotels, map and comprehensive road book and services of Jasper Gilder as Tour Leader
Book at info@Driveespana.com
or call
01442 842542 / 07831 327727
www.driveespana.com
“we had a great time and would recommend Drive
Espana to anyone!”

Lerma

